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GRUENDELPARTNER advises WMS on investment in Radeberger
Fleisch- und Wurstwaren Korch GmbH

WMS Wachstumsfonds Mittelstand Sachsen (Leipzig) invests in Radeberger
Fleisch- und Wurstwaren Korch GmbH. The present managing partner Felix Alber
remains majority shareholder and continues to be responsible for the operational
business.
Radeberger Fleisch- und Wurstwaren Korch GmbH was founded in 1991 as Fleischerei Georg Korch and today stands for its established and successful brand
"Original Radeberger" with a high level of recognition and high-quality premium
products in the meat and sausage segment. More than 400 employees generate
a turnover of approximately 50 million euros in the food retail industry and in the
company's own 21 branches, which are mainly located in Saxony.
WMS is an initiative of the state of Saxony and regional financial institutions and
has supported more than 30 Saxon companies in the implementation of their
growth strategies since 2005. In the third fund generation, another 85 million euros
were launched.
GRUENDELPARTNER has provided legal advice to WMS with a team led by
Dr. Mirko Gruendel and Dr. Franziska Ockert. GRUENDELPARTNER’s Equity
Capital practise group is one of the most experienced and best staffed advisory
units in Central Germany and supports investors and founders in all development
stages, in particular regarding business formation, development, and financing as
well as during all exit processes.
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GRUENDELPARTNER is a leading law firm in Central Germany which has offices in Leipzig, Jena and Berlin.
Our clients are medium-sized companies, Dax, Tec-Dax and AIM-listed corporations, finance investors, public
companies and councils, CEOs and directors and non-profit organisations and bodies. We advise our clients
primarily on commercial and corporate law, trade sales, mergers and acquisitions, company transformations,
distribution law, individual and collective employment law, tax law, public law, real property, building and
procurement law, industrial property rights, multimedia and IT law, health law and competition, media and press
law.
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